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Once upon a time in some clothing store…

Window Wishing

Erik is working all day and is barely able to afford the rent for his
flat and food on his table, but somehow he manages. His only
pleasure in life is his bedroom window because across the street
there lives a lovely business lady… She‘s called Yvonne and
sometimes she forgets to close the curtains before changing into
her pajamas… but today something is off. After having an accident
on his way home, Yvonne seems to do all those things Erik has
ever dreamed of! Can this be about the strange amulet he found
on the ground when he fell down today? Nah… that would be
crazy… right?!

Cast of Characters:

Erik … A young guy with a boring job
Yvonne … A strong independant buisness women
living across the street



Not my fault the 
fucking business 
numbers are low. 
I’m just creating 

the report!Erik where are 
the documents… 

Erik those 
numbers are 
really low…

And another 
shitty day draws 

to its end…

I can’t 
stand it 
anymore!

Every day the 
same shit. Walk 
– Work – Eat –
Sleep – repeat.



Wahhhhh!

Erik is lost in thought as he is strolling home when
suddenly a car drives by much too fast and really
close. It does not hit Erik but he‘s so startled that
he falls over on the hard concrete of the sidewalk.



Autsch!
Fuck! That 

hurts!

Hey…
What is that…

Stupid car!
My knee hurts 

like hell!



Hm…
Now, what 
do we have 

here?

That leaves 
only one 
option…

Hm… feels 
heavy. It’s not 

made of plastic, 
that’s for sure…

Some crappy 
new-age junk? 
An amulet…



It’s old
junk!

Crappy Christmas 
present… maybe for 
my grandma... She 
likes antiques…

Whatever. Now it’s 
mine. Who knows, 
maybe I can use it 

someday…



After finally reaching his home Erik is now sitting at his bedside
sipping a drink. His eyes fixed out the window. And really, his
expectations are not betrayed as after some minutes of wait the
lights are turned on and his attractive neighbor from across the
street enters her bedroom…



I don’t even know 
her name… But she 

always gets home 
around this time…

I just wish she 
forgets to close 

the curtains 
again while she 

undresses.

Ha! 
And there 

she is!



*Gulp*
That firm 
bottom…



*Gulp*
My neighbour from
across the street

does not even know
I exist… But she‘s
driving me crazy!



Ha! 
That would be 

awesome!I wish she was so 
horny that she’d 

have to start  
masturbating on 

the spot!

I’d really like to 
see her … do… 

IT.



Oh, fuck!
It feels so 

good!

Wow…
I wish she‘d say
my name as she

approaches
orgasm…



End of Teaser

This comic is a collaboration between me and 3D-
Swede (previously called Indday60). My script &
speech bubbles his renders. Same deal as
previously with “The Mannequin Experience”. There
is no hard-core action contained in this comic as it
focuses solely on beautiful Yvonne here
masturbating to Erik’s wishes.

The full comic is 35 single panel comic pages long.
Note that this comic does not contain any pinups,
but all pages are rendered in 3840x2160 (so
basically pinup resolution ☺). It’s for adults only
and available on my Patreon Site, in my Gumroad-
Shop, or in my FANBOX:
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